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Abstract

**Objective:** In modern medicine, not all possible treatments are in the best interest of a patient. Decisions to withhold or withdraw therapies should be based on the patient’s or guardian’s wishes and on the medical indication. To define the latter medical teams have to find decisions themselves, which involves not only physicians, but in particular nurses and psychologists – and in case of disagreements emotional conflicts may result.

**Methods:** We asked how end-of-life decisions are made in German pediatric oncology and intensive care units, and what problems were observed. An online questionnaire was sent to team members of 42 hospitals, covering 32 items, including personal data, the process of decision-making talks itself, and finally, whether they were a burden for teams or led to conflicts within them. Data were studied by a descriptive analysis.

**Results:** From 282 questionnaires, we received 77 answers (27.30%; i.e. 59 physicians, 6 nurses, 10 psychologists/others). In most cases, 4-5 participants were involved in end-of-life decision talks, always including physicians, often nurses or other professional groups. A standard procedure was used only by a minority, in particular in intensive care units, as were cooperation with a clinical ethics committee or with a neutral observer. Many respondents reported moderately burdening talks, and conflicts in decision making were a burden to the teams. These conflicts took place on all levels. The feeling of being ignored or neglected in an end-of-life decision talk was described by some respondents.

**Conclusion:** We conclude that standard operation procedures may be of some help; particularly regarding the participation of nurses, there still is some room for improvement. Whether ethical committees or external experts are helpful remains open. However, as conclusion, our impression is that the status quo is not too bad.
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**Background**

In modern medicine, not all medical measures that are possible are in the best interest of a patient. Limitations of therapy may include the switch from a curative to a palliative intent, as well as giving up life-prolonging measures, by withholding a possible escalation of intensive treatment or even by withdrawal of on-going treatments. Usually, such decisions should be based on two pillars: the patient's wish – either declared or presumed – and the medical indication [1-5]. Sometimes, an adolescent may declare his or her own wishes, however, in pediatrics, typically the guardians representing the child – in most cases the parents – will have to make such decisions. Medical teams, treating the children, learning about their medical and psychological conditions, have to assist them. It is their obligation to give the best possible advice, both, to prevent the children from harm, and the guardians from feelings of guilt. They will have to live the rest of their lives remembering this situation. Not only to be with one's own dying child is one of the most unbearable situations imaginable - it may also be unendurable to feel solely responsible for the right decisions to be taken in this process.

Thus, both to define the medical indication, and to counsel the guardians, the medical teams have to shape their own attitudes – and therefore, they have to make decisions themselves [6,7].

Such decision making is an every-day component of modern medicine. In 2000, the EURONIC study group found that among neonatologists of seven European countries including Germany, more than 90% had already practised therapy limitations [8]. A study of 1997 from the Netherlands found that in 299 deaths of children below one year of age, 57% were in advance discussed in a process of decision making [9].

If severely ill children are cared for by a medical team, not only physicians but also nurses, and often psychologists, physiotherapists and other specialists are involved. Being involved does also include one's own feelings and conscience – which often is in particular true for the nurses. Thus, all professions have to bear such decisions – and it is not an uncommon observation that disagreements in this field may be the cause of emotional conflicts within a team [6].

Therefore, the right way of decision making does not only aim at the patient's best, it is also relevant for the social functioning of a medical team. Thus, three questions are of particular interest: Who is usually
involved in the decision making process - is it a multiprofessional procedure, are clinical ethics committees or other external specialists involved? Are standard procedures used? Is decision-finding a burden to the team members, or even a cause of conflicts?

Such questions have already been studied by several working groups.

In the ETHICUS study, data of 4248 deceased adult intensive care patients from 17 European countries were studied, including 3086 cases (72%), in which a decision for therapy limitation was made. Here, in 70% the physicians declared that nurses were involved in decision making discussions [10,11]. In contrast, a questionnaire study performed in Munich showed that, in a majority of cases, nurses were not involved, leading to some discontent [12,13]. In a study by Graw et al. performed at an adult surgical intensive care unit, in 69% of 226 deceased patients, a limitation of therapy was documented. Here, it was found that the nurses were the more often involved, the longer the patient was in the hospital [13]. In a French study covering numerous adult intensive care units, 50% of the physicians declared that nurses were involved, however, this was confirmed by only 27% of the nurses [14].

A South African study described problems in the interprofessional interaction in this field, however, it also showed that decision making involving both physicians and nurses is helpful [15]. In a work analyzing interprofessional cooperation in intensive care units, end-of-life decision making was even described as one main source of conflicts, in particular in case of lacking psychological team support [16].

Similar results were found by the CONFLICUS study of 2009. Here, 32 % of nurses from 24 European countries declared always or regularly to be involved in decision-making. Conflicts between physicians and nurses were described in 32.6% [17]. In a study analyzing 31 pediatric intensive care units in the USA in 2000, 92 % of the physicians declared that decision making was well organized, however only 59 % of the nurses confirmed this view [18]. In an interview study in 2012, 13 physicians and nurses were questioned, and again the process of end-of-life decision making was described as a relevant cause of conflicts in the teams [19].

A recent study involving interviews with 51 intensive care nurses of 5 nations showed that nurses often have an important role mediating between physicians and parents of severely ill children [20]. This was also described in a German analysis [6].

A study from the Netherlands involving pediatric intensive care units showed that about one quarter used some guidelines for decision making, and 40% wished the establishment of national guidelines for such processes [21]. As a summary of a conference on medical ethics in Durban 2014 [22], interprofessional strategies of decision making were recommended in general.

The so called Einbeck Recommendations of German neonatologists from 1986 and 1992 contain detailed recommendations to include all persons involved in the care for a baby in the decision making, in order to find the best possible answers [23].

In the USA, the Hastings Center in 2013 published a national guidance including similar recommendations in pediatric intensive care [24]. Another guidance developed in Munich for adults was based on an algorithm for decision making that was judged in a positive way by 90% of those using it [25].

Thus, many studies confirm the relevance of such decision processes for the functioning of a team. However, firm conclusions still seem to be lacking.

The aim of our study was to analyse end-of-life decision processes, focusing on pediatric oncological and intensive care units in Germany. Thus, a questionnaire was designed and sent to physicians, nurses, and psychosocial care workers, covering the main questions regarding decision-finding, as described above, to learn about the pathways of end-of-life decision making currently practiced in German pediatric oncology and intensive care units.

Materials and Methods

Based on a detailed literature search [7,12,13,17,26-28], an online questionnaire was developed using the program VividFormsEditor, a browser, and web based software provided by the EvaSys platform. The questionnaire was sent to pediatric oncology and intensive care units throughout Germany, selected by a clinical oncology study group (SIOP CNS GCT II) including 42 German hospitals. The heads of the units were asked to give the permit to distribute the questionnaire to their co-workers. Finally, 32 hospitals were included, the questionnaires were sent in October 2013, and after a recall in December, data acquisition was terminated in February 2014. The questioning was anonymous, and by generation of a TAN (transaction number), double responses were prevented.

The attached letter contained all relevant information, and the respondents agreed in written form to participate in the questioning. Since all involved people were professionals, and no minors or mentally handicapped persons were involved in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1964), an additional ethical committee vote was not applied for.

The questionnaire contained 32 questions and was designed to be answered within 5 to 10 minutes. After initial characterization of the responder by age, sex, profession (including different ranges of physicians as well as nurses, psychologists, and other professions), type of the clinical unit, type of hospital etc., the person was asked how often he or she had already participated in a decision-finding discussion.

The next part of the questionnaire included the following aspects: was there a standard procedure for such decision making, and, if not, did the person believe that such would be useful; how was the discussion organized; was a neutral observer or a clinical ethics committee involved, etc. Most of such questions could be answered by “never”, “rarely”, “occasionally”, “often” or “always”.

In the final part of the questionnaire, questions were asked concerning the burdens and conflicts of end-of-life decisions. We asked whether all participants got the chance to express their opinion, whether these talks were regarded as distressing, and whether participants felt to be ignored or denied the chance to express their opinion. We also asked whether there had ever been controversial or aggressive discussions. In particular, we wanted to know whether conflicts occurred rather between different hierarchical levels or different professional groups. At the end of the questionnaire, there was free space for individual comments.

The statistic data analysis was done using the program IBM SPSS Statistics 20. Incidence tables, cross table and Chi square tests as well as bivariate correlation analyses were used. Each variable was tested for normal distribution. P = 0.05 was defined as level of significance.
Results

Study population

300 questionnaires were distributed, however, 18 email addresses turned out to be unfunctional. From 282 questionnaires, we received 77 answers (27.30%); i.e. from 216 physicians we received 59 answers (27.31%), from 27 nurses 6 answers (22.22%), from 39 psychologists/other therapists we received 10 answers (25.64%).

53.2% of the participants were male; the age distribution was as follows: 30 - 39 years: 22 (28.6%), 40 - 49 years: 34 (44.2%), 50 - 59 years: 18 (23.4%), 60 - 69 years: 3 (3.9%). Median age was 45, average age 44 years. 6.5% had <5 years of professional experience, 14.3 % 5-<10 years, 45.5 % 10-<20 years and 33.8 % >20 years. The hospital types were as follows: university hospitals 59 (76.6%), community hospitals 7 (9.1%), private hospitals 6 (7.8%), church hospitals 4 (5.2%), no information 1 (1.3%).

The department types were: intensive care unit 18 (23.4%), oncology unit 53 (68.8%), others (like bone marrow transplant unit) or unknown 6 (7.8%). Most participants were physicians (76%, including 11% heads of departments, 51 % other senior physicians, 4% other physicians). 6 nurses and 7 psychologists / schoolteachers were involved, three called themselves "others". There was no female heads involved, and only one male nurse, one male psychologist. Most respondents (88%) had already taken part in more than 10 end-of-life decision talks, only 10% in less. 71 % respondents told that a supervision was available at their institution.

End-of-life talks: structural aspects

We first asked about the number of participants in end-of-life decision talks. 19.5% of respondents said it were 2-3 people, 47 % said it were 4-5, and 34 % it was >5.

The pattern of professions that were involved was very heterogeneous (Figure 1A). The largest group declared that physicians, nurses, and psychologists participated (35%).

Concerning the mode of decision making, most participants answered that the clinical team first made up its opinion and then approached the parents; only one participant declared that always the parents were asked first. 20 % said that both modes were common. A protocol was written in 81%.

Only about one third of the respondents declared that a firm procedure was used for such talks, and in those who did not use one, only one third believed that it might be useful. Here, we saw a marked difference between the types of medical units: in intensive care units, the majority wished to have a firm procedure, while this was less marked in oncology units (Figure 1B).

Both cooperation with a clinical ethics committee or with a neutral observer was performed only rarely (Figure 2). Also, an advance directive from the patient or the guardians was only available in a small number of cases (38 % said “never”, 48% “rarely”, 13 % “occasionally”).

The talks were usually led by a senior physician or by the head of the department (76%), usually the specialist was responsible (56%), followed by the head (41%). Majority votes were described by 12% (often/always).
Burdens and conflicts in end-of-life talks

Now we wanted to know more about possible burdens and conflicts associated with end-of-life talks.

Regarding the question whether they felt that such decisions were a burden, 42% said they were 'moderately burdening'. Most of the participants said that talks were burdening if no clear decision was found (Figure 3A and 3B).

More than a third of the responders declared that conflicts in decision making were a burden to the teams (Figure 3C). We had further asked at which levels the conflicts occurred – whether rather between professional groups, within the hierarchy, or at individual levels.

It was possible to give more than one answer. 35% responded that conflicts took place on all levels, and 27% said it was mainly a question of individuals (Figure 4A).

The feeling of being ignored or neglected in an end-of-life decision talk may be a reason for conflicts within a team.

In our study, nearly all people told that all participants of such talks were allowed to talk (96%).

Also, the majority of respondents had "never" (35%) or "rarely" (42%) made the experience of being ignored or neglected, only 14% declared that this was "occasionally" the case. However, these numbers might also be related to the type of profession.

The physicians who had felt ignored blamed their own profession; the non-physicians said they were suppressed by another profession than their own (Figure 4B).

However, the number of non-physician respondents had been rather low.

For more than half of the respondents, talks only "rarely" had an aggressive or irritated character, for a third "occasionally". Controversial discussions, however, were described by 50% as occurring "occasionally" or even "often" (Figure 5A and 5B).

Further data analysis regarding subgroups

For the further data analysis, first the variables were tested for normal distribution. Since no variable showed normal distribution, non-parametric tests like the Chi square test, U test, and non-parametric correlation analyses were performed.
Figure 5: Participants were questioned about the aggressive or distressing (A) or controversial (B) character of the talks.

First we tested whether there was a correlation between age and feeling of burden by decision talks. We found that there was no clear trend (Figure 6A).

The same was tested for the sexes; here, using the U-Test, we found a significance of .038, indicating that women felt a higher burden than men.

Physicians younger than 40 years of age significantly more often wished to have a defined standard procedure for end-of-life decision talks (Figure 6B).

Asking whether there was a strong wish for a procedure, we found that a large proportion of those using a procedure also said that it was helpful, the majority of respondents however did not use one and did not wish one or was non-responder for this question.

Further we found that those centers cooperating with an ethics committee often had a high level of structure, e.g. using protocols and summaries when organizing the talks.

Comparing age and feeling of burden, we found that the three participants >60 years of age felt a higher burden by such decisions (P=0.03).

And younger physicians preferred to have a standard procedure (P=0.05). Other correlations to sociodemographic parameters of the participants were not significant.

Our finding that in most cases decisions were first discussed within the team, than with parents (80%), is in concordance with published data from the Netherlands – here even all decisions were first discussed within the team.

Comparing Northern and Southern European pediatric intensive care units, Devictor et al. found that in Northern Europe 85%, in Southern Europe 68% of the parents were involved in shared decision making.

Free text statements

Some of the free text statements the respondents could make gave some insight into factors or attitudes that are relevant for the professionals working in this field.

The double-edged sword of shared decision between physicians and parents - and the burden of painful decisions - was described by a respondent who wrote: “the parents are involved but the responsibility for a decision remains with the treating physicians, in order to save the parents from feelings of guilt”. However, making decisions in the terminal phase of life does not only mean a burden, it may also help – as a nurse put it in our study: “thus it often becomes easier to deal with the patients, once they know for sure what is going on, and are no more in a state of suspense.”

Regarding our proposal of firm procedures or protocols for decision-making talks, one physician wrote in the freetext “- the talks are very individual and should be so. Thus, attempts to regulate them are not necessary”.

Conditions for calm decision finding sometimes are difficult, as some respondents put it: “Limited resources of personnel or lack of time may hamper sufficient and satisfying discussions in some cases”

Discussion

Our study was intended to give a general answer on current practice and perceptions in pediatric end-of-life decision making in Germany. Further, we wanted to know whether these procedures could be optimized, both in order to find the best possible solutions for the
children and their families, and to prevent team conflicts that might result from such situations.

Of course, the response rate of our questionnaire was relatively low, in particular in the non-physician group. However, this certainly is a common problem in comparable studies [26-28]. It may also be asked whether a questionnaire is the right method, since recently, a trend for qualitative studies in such fields of research has become common [19,20,29,30]. In our work, in addition to the questionnaire itself, we received some valuable qualitative information from the free text-sections of the questionnaire. However, since we focussed on a quantitative analysis of the status-quo, our questionnaire method appeared to give the most solid data.

Most respondents declared that usually physicians, nurses and psychologists were involved in the end-of-life talks (35%), however, the second most answer was physicians alone (23%), which was more usual in oncology than in intensive care. Several studies stress the role of nurses for pediatric end-of-life decisions [7,12,14,20,31-33]. The nurses – next to the families - usually have the closest contact to the children, and often may act as a mediator [20]. Thus there is some space for improvement. However, it should be clear in advance whether they want to be involved; in a Netherland study from 2014 two thirds of 587 nurses - from all areas of care - declared that they had already participated in an end-of-life-decision talk, however, only 75 % of the nurses wished to be involved [31].

While involvement of nursing staff is subject to several published studies, the role of other non-physician professions is only occasionally discussed. Psychologists or teachers may also be able to give a significant contribution. A meta-analysis from 2006 [34] analyzed 12 studies showing a significant benefit in stress reduction for parents and their attitude towards the disease by psychosocial interventions. As we found, about 48% of all participants declared that other professional groups were involved. However, only few members of other professions participated in our study, and the responses were very heterogenous, making further firm conclusions impossible.

As we found, regular cooperation with clinical ethics committees is not a common standard. In a British study it was found that most clinical ethics committees had no more than 3 cases per year [35], however, in our study several results from such situations.

Since legally, the parents bear the full responsibility for the decisions, this procedure might seem questionable. However – on the one hand, medical facts should be analyzed first, in order to assess medical indication separately from the patient's or guardians' wish. Besides, some physicians might intend to relieve the burden of a painful decision from the parents, as a respondent put it in the above mentioned free text of our questionnaire. In a meta-analysis from 2015, the needs of parents who had lost their children had been analyzed retrospectively [40]. Here, many respondents stressed the relevance of sufficient information – both for the decision making process and for the process of coping after the death of the child. Other aspects that were named were honesty and sensitivity in the communication. Thus, the success of shared decision making probably rather depends on such soft skills than on a well-defined procedure.

Several authors, however, advocate the establishment of guidelines for end-of-life decision making e.g., the European Council in 2014 published a "European Guide on the decision-making process regarding medical treatment in end of life situations", written both for patients and medical personnel, giving an advice for shared decision making by patients, physicians and nurses. Still, there is the question whether a written guidance really can help. Many of the respondents in our study left the question whether a standard procedure would be helpful for end-of-life decisions unanswered (24/77). Or, as one physician put it in the above mentioned free text, talks might have a too individualized character to be standardized. Interestingly, among the physicians younger than 40 years, the majority preferred a procedure. This is in line with an observation from Munich indicating that physicians profit the more from a guidance the younger they are [41]. Apparently, legal uncertainties are reduced by guidance. This was also found by a study performed in 2008 at a pediatric hospital in Melbourne [42]. The importance of learning in this field is stressed by many authors [43,44].

We next attempted to analyze the burden of end-of-life decisions. Of course, seeing a patient suffer for whom no curative treatment is available, is very distressing both, for physicians and nurses. However, it is also painful to see a child receive never-ending invasive therapies, especially experimental therapies, which do not change the final outcome of the disease [45]. While some publications stressed the burden of end-of-life decisions in pediatric oncology [46], others described the satisfying aspects of end-of-life care [47]. Thus, making decisions in the terminal phase of life does not only mean a burden, it may also help by relieving the state of suspense, as a nurse put it in a free text in our study.

The question "How stressful is decision making for you?" was answered by most respondents as 'moderately' in our study (46%). This is similar to the finding of Müller et al. who studied German intensive care units [48].

In the literature, the role of professional communication is stressed by several authors. By interviews with physicians, nurses, and psychosocial team members of a pediatric intensive care unit, Lee and Dupree could show that communication was a very relevant point, and well-organized discussion groups helped both to prevent patients and guardians, and the teams from conflicts [49]. Another US study showed heterogeneous perceptions of communication: while about 92% of the physicians believed that cases were discussed appropriately, only 59% of the nurses said so [18].

This hints to possible reasons for misunderstandings. In the study by Müller et al. involvement of nurses in decision making was
described as protective factor for burn-out [48] similar conclusions were drawn in several Portuguese studies [29,26]. In our questionnaire, at least as a trend, the non-physicians felt stronger distressed by end-of-life discussions than physicians, and women stronger than men. One third of the respondents also declared that team conflict regarding decision were "often" or even "always" a burden for the team. Another 40% said "occasionally". When we asked at which levels conflicts were observed, 35% answered that such conflicts occurred at all levels, i.e. within the professional hierarchy, between professional groups or individuals. Further 23% declared that conflicts occurred mainly between professional groups. In the CONFLICTUS study this was even said by 32%. In this study, end-of-life decisions were even found to be one of the main reasons for conflicts in general [17].

In an interview study of 2009, the conflict between physician and nurses was described as the most relevant [44]. Similar observations were made in the study by Müller et al. [48]. In our study, 53% of the respondents told that "controversies and disagreements in the talks" occurred "occasionally" or "often".

Thus, a high quality of end-of-life decision talks certainly plays an important role in the functioning of medical teams.

In this context, it is very important whether all participants of such talks feel taken serious and respectfully treated. When we asked if participants were ignored in the talks, 23 out of 39 physicians did not give any answer. Moreover, in the non-physician group, the majority of respondents declared to be ignored by another professional group (P=0,00), however, this was based on a small number.

In a Corean study, modes of conflict management were analyzed. The majority of physicians preferred to just wait and observe, while nurses most preferred to find a solution by discussions, in particular with the heads of the ward. [33]. Conflicts resulting from difficulties in decision making were also described in a Swiss study, and supervision was recommended [50]. In our study, supervision was provided the majority of respondents (71%). Some studies describe possible negative implications of conflicts even for the patients [17,27]. In intensive care units, misunderstandings might lead to medical mistreatment. This is, of course, in particular the case in conditions of much workload, as some respondents put it in the free text in our study: "Some rituals - a calm room, no beeper, enough time - are very important, yet not always present in daily practice..."

Conclusion

As a conclusion of our study, our impression in general is that the status quo in pediatrics is not too bad.

It is inevitable that every pathway to decision is a difficult one. Certainly standard operation procedures may be of some help, however it is the individual, practical communication that counts. It is quite encouraging that nearly 80% of the respondents confirmed that the medical decisions are made by interprofessional teams.

It should be standard that every participant’s point of view can be articulated and is respected. Here, particularly regarding the involvement and participation of nurses in decision-finding, there still might be some room for improvement. Other professions, i.e. psychologists, teachers, or other therapists, may also be beneficial in decision making talks, however, unfortunately, our study is unable to contribute much in this field.

Whether ethical committees or external experts are helpful may be open, but besides helping to find the right answer, they may also help to limit internal team conflicts.

Thus, working on a better culture of end-of-life decision making in daily medical care still is an important task in modern pediatrics. Or, as a pediatric oncology nurse put it in our questionnaire- "I think it is very important to discuss this subject, since the acceptance of medical limits often is lost, and the patient's benefit is not considered – I believe, the pro and cons of intensive therapies should more often be discussed – although in children's medicine the standard certainly is a better one than in adults”
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